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	[image: ]MCDST Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-272): Supporting Users and Troubleshooting Desktop Applications on a Microsoft Windows XP Operating System, 9780735620889 (0735620881), Microsoft Press, 2004
Get official, all-in-one exam prep, practice, and review for Exam 70-272. Ace  your preparation for the skills measured by MCDST Exam 70-272—and on the  job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a  system of lessons, hands-on exercises, troubleshooting labs, and review  questions.

You also get expert exam tips and information of the upcoming release of  Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2.

Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to:

	Configure and troubleshoot Microsoft Office applications and resolve  usability issues  
	Customize applications by configuring OS settings  
	Set up and support Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft Outlook Express, and  Microsoft Internet Explorer  
	Troubleshoot applications with connectivity issues and resolve end-user  questions  
	Manage security permissions and settings, apply updates, and respond to  security incidents 
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Modular Web Design: Creating Reusable Components for User Experience Design and DocumentationNew Riders Publishing, 2009
User experience design teams often suffer from a decentralized, blank canvas approach to creating and documenting a design solution for each new project. As teams repeatedly reinvent screen designs, inconsistency results, and IT teams scramble to pick up the pieces. Pattern libraries only go so far, suggesting general solutions to common problems...
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Get to the Top on Google: Tips and Techniques to Get Your Site to the Top of the Search Engine Rankings -- and Stay ThereNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008
The vast majority of searchers never make it past page two of Google or click on sponsored listings, so being at the top of the standard search results can literally transform your business. Having your site in the top 10 is like having a store near the entrance of the largest shopping mall in history, while if you're outside the top 20 you could...
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Visual Basic 2005 Cookbook: Solutions for VB 2005 Programmers (Cookbooks)O'Reilly, 2006
This book will help you solve more than 300 of the most common and not-so-common tasks that working Visual Basic 2005 programmers face every day. If you're a seasoned .NET developer, beginning Visual Basic programmer, or a developer seeking a simple and clear migration path from VB6 to Visual Basic 2005, the ...
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Programming Microsoft  Visual C#  2005: The LanguageMicrosoft Press, 2006
Get hands-on, expert guidance for developing with Visual C# 2005.

Get the essential, straightforward information you need to master the core  capabilities of Visual C# 2005. Both new and experienced developers get expert  guidance, hands-on programming instruction, and practical examples to help  advance their proficiency in developing...
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AutoCAD 2008 For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2007
Discover precision techniques that increase accuracy and save time!
   Explore the essentials, improve your geometry, and share your stuff   

   AutoCAD sets the standard for creating architectural and mechanical drawings, and it's a complex package. Well, that's where this book comes in! It takes you...
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Design of Rotating Electrical MachinesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Translated from the original Finnish material by Hanna Niemelä, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Finland    

    

    In one complete volume, this essential reference presents an in-depth overview of the theoretical principles and techniques of electrical machine design. This book enables you to design...
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